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A high-yielding industrial and retail warehousing play

This well-managed Reit has slipped below the radar, even though it is set to deliver robust
returns for shareholders

Simon Thompson’s view:

‘Geopolitical risk, supply chain shortages, surging commodity prices and inflation slashing the

real value of money are some of the major headwinds investors are encountering right now. In

the circumstances, it is prudent to increase exposure to higher yielding investments that are

underpinned by strong fundamentals and structural growth drivers. Highcroft Investments, an

internally-managed real-estate investment trust (Reit), fits the bill. The company is not only a

beneficiary of sectoral growth trends across the industrial/logistic and retail warehousing

property sector, but its shares are priced on an unwarranted 25 per cent discount to net asset

value (NAV) and offer a 5.7 per cent dividend yield’.

Source: FactSet
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Bull points

1. High weighting to industrial and retail warehouse property.

2. Capital being recycled into high yielding industrial assets.

3. Yield compression and ongoing rental growth driving valuation uplifts.

4. High dividend yield and pay-out fully covered.

5. Diversified tenant mix, and high collection rates.

6. Rating favourable to both sector peers and pure industrial property Reits.

7. Low gearing and a low-interest borrowing facility to support selective acquisitions.

Bear points

1. Tenant default risk.

2. Short weighted average unexpired lease terms.

3. Vacancy rates of 6.6 per cent.

Highcroft Investments
(HCFT)

Ticker HCFT

Current price 957.5p

Bid-offer spread 935p to 980p

Target price 1,150p (plus 55p per share dividend)

Market cap £49.7mn

52 week high 1,020p

52 week low 815p

Net debt £21.5mn

Portfolio valuation £87.6mn

Loan-to-value ratio 24.5 per cent

Balance sheet gearing 32 per cent

12-mth dividend 55p per share

Dividend yield 5.7 per cent

Discount to NAV 25 per cent

Shares in issue 5.19mn

Financial year end 31 December

Next event interim results in early Sept 2022

Website highcroftplc.com
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Activity in the UK industrial and logistics market went into overdrive last year with take-up

surging to 78mn square feet (sq ft), surpassing the previous all-time high set in 2020 by

29 per cent.

The boom in online retail is a key driver. Occupational activity was led by the retail and

wholesale sector as major players accelerated expansion plans, taking up 33mn sq ft of vacant

space (source: Lambert Smith Hampton). Amazon was the most active single player, accounting

for 12.5mn sq ft of space. Distribution and third-party logistic operators were active, too,

reflecting structural change; the segment accounting for more than a fifth (16mn sq ft) of the

total space taken up last year.

Top-end forecasts by Retail Economics predict that the proportion of non-food sales made

online will increase from 37 per cent of the total in 2021 to almost 50 per cent by 2025.

Ongoing growth on this scale underpins demand for space as retailers, parcel couriers and

logistics operators try to keep up with rising end-user demand.

The increase in localised production is another factor driving demand for UK industrial

warehouse and distribution property. Global supply chain disruption and spiralling shipping

costs from Asian manufacturing facilities mean that offshoring is not the attractive proposition

it once was for UK companies, the consequence of which is higher domestic demand for space.

Property consultancy Colliers expects take-up of large distribution warehouses of 100,000 sq

ft or more to exceed 40mn sq ft for the third year running in what remains an undersupplied

market. To capitalise on the insatiable demand, developers of industrial and logistics space had

a record 20.7mn sq ft of speculative space under construction at the start of this year for units

over 50,000 sq ft. However, despite development on such a scale, it has not been enough to

prevent supply from tightening further.

Total UK-wide supply dropped by a quarter to a new all-time low of 52.3mn sq ft in 2021, the

equivalent of only one year of average take-up. Furthermore, analysts at property consultancy

Lambert Smith Hampton estimate that the current speculative development under

construction makes up two-fifths of this total. In other words, developers are simply unable to

build fast enough to keep up with end-market demand. At the same time, there are significant

barriers preventing supply of warehouse space coming onto the market, including restrictions

in obtaining planning consent for new buildings, building supply shortages, and the steep rise in

cost of construction materials.

Given the backdrop of a landlord favourable supply/demand imbalance, rising land values – land

prices across the industrial warehouse/logistics sector increased 53 per cent in 2021 – and

inflationary pressures on construction costs, rents look set to continue to rise. This is an

occupier market where developers are reluctant to agree a set rent in advance for pre-lets on

purpose-built projects and speculative schemes.
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In 2021, prime headline rents increased by 15 per cent on average with secondary space doing

even better (16 per cent growth) across the UK industrial and logistic markets. Lambert Smith

Hampton forecast another double-digit increase in rents this year, pencilling in average rental

growth of 12 to 14 per cent across these markets. Lettings in the first half of 2022 suggest that

rents are moving well ahead as tenants race to expand space.

Mirroring occupier market trends, investment activity has soared to new heights with £15.2bn

of industrial and logistics assets changing hands last year, almost double the previous record

set in 2018. Given the weight of money, the sector accounted for a record 27 per cent of all

investment into UK real estate, or double its long-run annual average. That’s  a reflection of its

position as the defensive asset class of choice in the current market environment.

It’s a favourable backdrop for industrial warehouse and logistics property players, hence why

both AEW UK REIT (AEWU: 123p) and Schroder Real Estate Investment Trust (SREI:57p)

have featured in Alpha Reports since last autumn. However, one small-cap company has slipped

well below the radar, Highcroft Investments (HCFT:957.5p), a well-managed Reit which has a

diversified portfolio of 21 properties spread across the warehouse, retail warehouse, leisure,

office and retail sectors. The group’s portfolio is mainly concentrated in southern England.

Poised for further valuation gains.

Source: Highcroft Annual Report & Accounts 2021
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Highcroft’s annual results for 2021 delivered an 11 per cent like-for-like portfolio valuation

uplift and 15.5 per cent higher net asset value (NAV) of £66.1mn (1,275p a share), a rock solid

performance given that management had taken a cautious approach to managing the portfolio

during the coronavirus pandemic.

At the financial year-end, net borrowings of £21.5mn equated to 32 per cent of shareholders’

funds and a modest 24.5 per cent of the portfolio’s £87.6mn aggregate valuation. One

warehouse property in Andover, Hampshire, was sold for £3.55mn, or 9 per cent above book

value, highlighting relatively conservative carrying values. The leasehold property was let to

Jewson and there was limited opportunity to re-gear on favourable terms, hence the disposal

on a yield of 4.8 per cent.

Of more interest at this juncture is the strong potential for the portfolio to deliver further

valuation upside. That’s because the board has recycled capital since 2016 to increase the

weighting in industrial warehouse property from 29 per cent to 45 per cent of the portfolio – a

similar weighting to both AEW UK REIT and Schroders REIT – while slashing exposure to high

street retail from 18 to 6 per cent. Leisure exposure has increased from 3 per cent to 12 per

cent in the same five-year period, while the group has a 28 per cent portfolio weighting to the

recovering retail warehouse sector.
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Source: Highcroft Annual Report & Accounts 2021

What this means is that warehousing accounts for almost three-quarters of the portfolio mix,

so Highcroft is well placed to benefit from the strong structural dynamics that are creating

demand for space in this property segment.

Source: Highcroft Annual Report & Accounts 2021

It’s important to note that the seven industrial/logistic properties are let to a roll-call of high

quality tenants including Ikea, Booker, Parcelforce, and British Airways. These assets have a

combined valuation of £39.8mn.
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Source: Highcroft Annual Report & Accounts 2021

It’s also significant how these seven fully let warehouse assets have been valued. The gross

estimated rental value (ERV) of £3.3mn (half of the group ERV of £6.6mn) produces an average

ERV of £8.18 per sq ft (minimum of £2.40 per sq ft and maximum of £12 per sq ft) across the

581,386 sq ft of space. The seven properties were valued on a net initial yield (NIY) of 8.3 per
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cent, but have a much higher reversionary yield of 11.2 per cent which reflects the ongoing

upward pressure on rents since the last rent reviews.

The implication being that as leases come up for rent review/break/expiry, these valuable

warehouse assets are likely to deliver significant rental growth to drive valuation uplifts.

Furthermore, the shortage of available space in the market means that existing tenants are far

more likely to pay the higher rent increases to maintain security of tenure on Highcroft’s well

located space, so there is little chance of the group’s blue-chip tenants leaving.

Source: Highcroft Annual Report & Accounts 2021

It’s also worth considering that the portfolio has a relatively short weighted average unexpired

lease term (WAULT) of 5.6 years. This is working in Highcroft’s favour as it can further exploit

the strong upward pressure on rents when leases come up for renewal by pushing through

even steeper rises.

For instance, when the lease of a 250,000 sq ft warehouse property in St Austell came up for

renewal last year, management achieved a 20 per cent rental increase on a new 10-year lease

that resulted in the property’s value increasing by almost 50 per cent to £6.35mn. At the same

time, a 1.75 acre site was released for development and plans are currently being prepared for

the construction of a new 30,000 sq ft warehouse unit on the site. This highlights proactive

management of the portfolio to extract development upside where possible.

Highcroft has a calendar year-end, so the group will report results for the six months to 30

June 2022 in early September. By that time the tailwinds of ongoing yield compression – both
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prime and secondary yields have been compressing in the investment market as investors lock

into assets that offer income growth – and further rental growth should have driven a material

increase in the valuation of the group’s warehouse assets.

To put the underlying growth into perspective, both AEW UK REIT and Schroder REIT

delivered NAV Total Returns of seven per cent in the three months to 31 March 2022, the last

quarter of their respective financial years, buoyed by growth across both the industrial and

retail warehousing market segments.

Highcroft is not covered by analysts, but it’s not unreasonable to expect a near double-digit rise

in the £39.8mn warehouse portfolio this year, a sum equivalent to a valuation uplift of 76p a

share, or almost six per cent of the group’s last reported NAV of 1,275p. In 2021, the industrial

warehouses accounted for £5.5mn of the net £8.75mn valuation gain across the group’s

portfolio, equivalent to a 14.6 per cent increase.

Furthermore, with the benefit of a lowly geared balance sheet and low-cost funding lines –

Highcroft’s debt facilities have a blended average weighted cost of 3.13 per cent with maturity

dates staggered from 2026 to 2030 – then there is scope for management to raise borrowings

modestly to increase the warehouse portfolio weighting.

Potential for valuation upside in retail warehouse portfolio

As was the case with industrial warehouses, the retail warehouse investment market has been

buoyant for the past 18 months. Investment volumes reached £3.76bn in 2021, the most active

the market has been since 2015 and the fourth-highest level of transactions since 2000.

Highcroft owns four properties that are leased out to blue-chip tenants including Wickes, Pets

at Home, B&Q, M&S, Dunelm and Halfords. In 2021, these four properties were revalued

upwards by 12.9 per cent to £24.2mn.

The questions are what has been happening in the occupational sector to stimulate such

interest and whether last year’s outperformance is sustainable given that the general retail

market is now facing a number of headwinds (to which the retail warehouse sector is not

immune)? The rising cost of living, building materials and energy could impact occupational

performance to some degree, and some retailers will undoubtedly fare better than others.

Continued below
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Source: Highcroft Annual Report & Accounts 2021

To answer this important question, analysis by Savills of weekly footfall data by sector is

informative. It highlights a continued consumer preference towards retail warehousing due to

their easily accessible, highly visible roadside locations with large units and adjacent free

parking.

In addition, the ease for click & collect fulfilment, lower service charges, good size and layout of

units, and competitive rents are helping to drive above-average retailer acquisition activity

both pre- and post-lockdown. Value-oriented retailers Lidl, Aldi, Home Bargains, B&M, Iceland,

The Food Warehouse, Farmfoods and The Range have been the most acquisitive over the last

three years.

In addition, Savills notes that there is an ever-increasing propensity for landlords to include

food and beverage facilities in their retail warehouse parks in an attempt to increase the

amount of time consumers spend at their locations. As a result, there has been an explosion in

the take-up and space requirements of a number of food and beverage operators.
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Savills also notes that the strong acquisition activity has helped to drive vacancy downwards, as

seen in ‘Out-of-town new store openings versus vacancy’. Vacancy rates across the UK

contracted from 5.9 to 5.4 per cent in the first quarter this year, a robust level of occupancy.

Admittedly, strong retailer acquisitions have in part been driven by the structural change in

rent seen in the retail warehouse sector where the most active brands, particularly the

discount operators, have been keen to take space on more affordable terms.

Nonetheless, having analysed all the deals that are currently under offer across the retail

warehouse market, Savills predicts that vacancy rates could fall to as low as 4.4 per cent by the

year end. Interestingly, vacancy rates are generally lower in Southern England, particularly the

South East, the largest market at nearly 113mn sq ft.

Retail warehouse vacancy rate by region at 31 March 2022
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So, with retail park footfall continuing to outperform the rest of the UK retail market, vacancy

rates contracting and appetite for new store openings strong amongst value-oriented retailers,

there is scope for ongoing rental growth. This is supported by the fact that only a quarter of

tenants across retail and shopping parks have a lease expiry in the next three years.

Interestingly, Savills analysis indicates that when vacancy/supply in the market has been at its

lowest, net effective rents have reached their highest.

This is a favourable backdrop for both rental and capital growth to drive further valuation gains

in Highcroft’s retail warehouse portfolio, as is the case with the group’s industrial warehouse

assets. The investment market also continues to be strong, with £616mn of transactions

recorded in the first quarter of 2022, or 12 per cent higher than in the same period last year.

This reflects a growing realisation that the sector has been far more resilient in the face of

multiple challenges than has been the case for high street retail.
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Leisure portfolio offers scope for positive rent re-sets

Admittedly, the performance from Highcroft’s leisure assets, accounting for 12 per cent of the

group’s total portfolio, was fairly pedestrian last year, the portfolio rising in value by £0.7mn to

£10.75m.

However, the group did manage to re-let its leisure unit in Ipswich to truGym on a new 15-year

lease, without breaks, after the previous tenant DW Sports and Fitness Club went into

administration in the third quarter of 2020. The new letting was signed in October 2021 and

led to a 23 per cent valuation increase. Highcroft’s leisure portfolio is fully let and has an ERV of

£0.8mn, NIY of 5.16 per cent and reversionary yield of 7.2 per cent, suggesting potential for

further valuation gains as leases from tenants including Nuffield Health, Greggs and Subway

come up for rent review/renewals.

Source: Highcroft Annual Report & Accounts 2021

Office portfolio

Highcroft has voids at two properties, one of which is an 18,000 sq ft freehold office building in

Cardiff where the lease ended in June 2021. The property’s valuation was reduced from

£3.3mn to £2.95mn as a result of the vacancy. This implies a valuation of £164 per sq ft.

Highcroft’s other office property is in Oxford Summertown, which is let to the BBC. If the

vacant Cardiff property is successfully let then a reversal of the impairment taken last year is

possible.
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Source: Highcroft Annual Report & Accounts 2021

Retail portfolio voids offset by rent reviews on rest of portfolio

Source: Highcroft Annual Report & Accounts 2021

Although Highcroft has a secure income stream from 27 individual tenants, the group has been

unable to quickly re-let its other vacant property, a retail unit in Oxford High Street, after a
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tenant entered a CVA in September 2020. The 1,741 sq ft property is held in the accounts at

£0.66mn, and accounts for 0.7 per cent of the group's portfolio valuation.

The two voids mean that Highcroft’s portfolio currently has a contracted rent roll of £5.7mn

per annum, or £32.6mn in total over the remaining 5.6 years of the tenants’ leases. Vacancy

rates are 6.6 per cent, having been almost non-existent in the previous four financial years.

Management is refurbishing one of the two vacant units to improve its letting potential.

Importantly, the decision to reduce the portfolio’s high street retail weighting from 18 to six per

cent since 2016, and recycle cash into warehouse assets, has in hindsight proved to be a

shrewd move. In the 2021 financial year, the £0.43mn loss of rent from the two void properties

and one CVA was offset by rental uplifts across the rest of the portfolio.

It also means that after several years of sustained rental income growth, total income last year

was only marginally below the 2020 high watermark. Half of the shortfall reflected the loss of

income following the disposal of the Andover warehouse property.

Source: Highcroft Annual Report & Accounts 2021
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Dividend growth

The ability to grow income has been positive for Highcroft’s shareholders as highlighted in the

five-year summary below.

In 2021, the normal pay-out was hiked by eight per cent to 55p (excluding the 2020 special

distribution of 6p a share) and in the past four financial years it has risen by 19 per cent. Since

adopting Reit status in 2009, dividends have increased by 112 per cent, equating to a

compound annual growth rate of 6.4 per cent, and NAV has increased by 92 per cent from

666p to 1,275p per share. In the past decade, the group’s Total Shareholder Return has

outperformed the FTSE 350 Super Sector Real Estate by a healthy margin.

Continued below
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Source: Highcroft Annual Report & Accounts 2021

Income seekers should note that the 2021 payout equates to a historic dividend yield of 5.7 per

cent, an attractive entry point for a Reit that looks set to continue performing well in the

coming years. Importantly, net cash from operating activities has comfortably covered the cost

of the progressive dividend, and helped fund acquisitions while maintaining a prudent level of

balance sheet gearing.

However, despite Highcroft’s solid cash generation, ability to maintain a robust dividend policy,

and attractive 73 per cent portfolio weighting to the robust warehousing space, the shares are

rated on a 25 per cent discount to NAV.

Continued below
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Source: Highcroft Annual Report & Accounts 2021

Management

Highcroft’s board of directors is led by Charles Butler who joined the group as non- executive

chairman in January 2018. Butler is a chartered accountant who until recently was the chief

executive of Market Tech Holdings where he transformed a small group of central London real

estate assets into a profitable, listed company with a £1.3bn portfolio. He has a successful track

record in running public companies, and raising equity and debt for expansion, experience that

should help position Highcroft to navigate its next phase of growth.

Butler is also non-executive chairman of Mysale Group, an international online retailer,

non-executive director of Essensys, a global provider of Software-as-a-Service platforms and

cloud services to the flexible workspace industry, and non-executive director of Atlantic Leaf

Properties, a Reit registered in Jersey.

Chief executive Simon Gill joined the group as property director in April 2013 and assumed his

current role later that year. A chartered surveyor who started his property career in one of the
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major London practices, Gill subsequently became a partner in Allsop & Co, before setting up

his own advisory practice in 1988. Later he took on the role of principal by setting up various

joint ventures and becoming an asset manager to one of Close Brothers’ private equity funds.

Gill also runs his own property investment and development business.

Finance director Roberta Miles was appointed to the board in July 2010. Miles qualified as a

chartered accountant in 1988 and after leaving the profession in 1996 has maintained a

portfolio of part-time, executive, board-level roles in a variety of businesses, acting as company

secretary or chief financial officer. She is currently a director of MCD Ventures Limited and

Mechadyne International Limited.

The board has two non-executive directors, Simon Costa and David Kingerlee.

Costa joined the board as a senior independent director in May 2015. During his career he has

held roles as an investment banker specialising in global M&A activities, and for nine years he

ran his own property company. In these positions, he advised US and UK public and private

corporations on financial matters, and owned a modest property portfolio.

Kingerlee joined the group as an executive director in September 1996, and became a

non-executive director in April 2021. He is an executive director of the Kingerlee group of

companies which trade in the construction and property development sectors. He is chairman

of Kingerlee Limited and Kingerlee Holdings, a 27 per cent shareholder in Highcroft. For the

past 18 months, his role on Highcroft’s board is to represent the interests of Kingerlee

Holdings and its subsidiary undertakings (see major shareholder section below).

In 2021, the five directors were paid total remuneration of £737,000, a sum that equates to

less than 25 per cent of the dividends paid to shareholders.

Source: Highcroft Annual Report & Accounts 2021

Major shareholders

Around 40.9 per cent of the 5.19mn shares in issue are in the hands of the Kingerlee Concert

Party (27.1 per cent) and related associates (13.8 per cent), and a further 23.5 per cent is

controlled by the Conn Concert Party. This means that the shares are tightly held, one reason
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for the bid-offer spread being 45p. However, it is possible to trade within the official spread

with lot sizes of 2,500 shares going through the market in the past fortnight on a more

acceptable 25p bid-offer spread.

The reduced liquidity in the shares means that price moves can be accentuated, a factor that

could work against shareholders but on good news could work in their favour. That’s because

the ongoing upward pressure on rents and capital values in the warehouse sector means that

Highcroft should deliver decent NAV and profit growth at the forthcoming interim results in

early September, and solid growth over 2022. It is likely to be well received by investors.

Highcroft Investments major shareholders
Name Percentage

DG & MB Conn and associates 23.5%

Controlling shareholder - Kingerlee 27.1%

Associated connected with Kingerlee 13.8%

Total 64.4%
Source: Highcroft Investments

Peer group comparison

Despite outperforming the FTSE 350 Super Sector Real Estate in the past decade, and

delivering a 12-month Total NAV return of 20.5 per cent in 2021, the shares are trading on a

25 per cent discount to NAV.

Highcroft’s closest peers in the UK Commercial Property space are AEW UK REIT (5.6 per cent

discount to NAV) and Schroder REIT (26 per cent discount to NAV), but these companies have

already reported results for the quarter to 31 March 2022 when their NAV per share

increased by 7 per cent. If Highcroft mirrors its rivals’ NAV growth in the same three-month

trading period, then its spot NAV is closer to 1,364p a share, implying a share price discount

closer to 30 per cent.

Given Highcroft’s 73 per cent weighting to industrial and retail warehouse property – ahead of

Schroder REIT (58 per cent) and AEW UK REIT (64 per cent) – there is a strong case to be

made that Highcroft’s share price discount to NAV should be closer to that of UK

Industrial/Logistics peers (average discount of 3.8 per cent). Highcroft’s 5.7 per cent dividend

yield is also higher than the average for peers in Liberum’s space in both UK Industrial/Logistics

(3.9 per cent) and UK Commercial Property (4.7 per cent).
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Source: Liberum

The implication is there is scope for a narrowing of the share price discount to NAV as the year

progresses as the structural drivers in both the retail and industrial warehouse property

segments lead to valuation uplifts across Highcroft’s portfolio.

Target price

Even factoring in the lower than average liquidity in Highcroft shares, the share price discount

to NAV is excessive. Even if you take a conservative assumption that NAV per share grows by

10 per cent to 1,400p in 2022, a prediction that is well underpinned by investment activity

levels and yield compression in the UK warehousing sector in the first half of 2022 alone, then

the share price discount to NAV could be easily be 32 per cent by the year-end.

A discount of this magnitude is anomalous, so much so that even if Highcroft’s share price

rallies 20 per cent to 1,150p by the year-end, the discount would still only narrow from 25 to

18 per cent (on the assumption of 10 per cent NAV growth across the portfolio). The chunky

55p a share dividend adds to the attraction. On this basis, the shares have potential to produce

a 25 per cent total return over the next 12 months, a decent return in the current trading

environment. Buy.

Risk assessment

Macro-economic outlook. The UK economic climate, any further adverse consequences of

Covid-19 and the potential global impact of the conflict in Ukraine, particularly in relation to
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future movements in interest rates and cost-of-living, present both risks and opportunities in

the property and financial markets.

For instance, the successful vaccine roll-out, removal of national lockdowns and move to online

shopping has clearly been benefiting Highcroft’s tenants operating in the retail warehouse and

industrial/logistics property space. The portfolio is UK based, too, so the group has no foreign

exchange exposure.

However, interest rates have now risen, inflation is surging and there is a level of uncertainty

regarding the future economic outlook. That said, the supply/demand imbalance in the retail

warehouse and industrial segments, and a higher than average focus on value-orientated

tenants, mean that Highcroft is well placed to weather any slowdown in UK economic activity.

At the same time, investors have been looking to hard assets to hedge against inflation risk,

hence why commercial property offering strong rental growth potential is proving attractive.

Occupier demand and default. Any weakening in the UK economy, reduced consumer

confidence, business activity and investment could result in tenant administration/CVA and

reduce income, rental growth and capital performance for the group.

Highcroft owns 21 properties with 27 tenants and 25 individual covenants. Many of these

tenants are blue-chip. Two of its properties are void, representing 6.6 per cent of the annual

rent roll, but rent collection remains high across the tenanted properties with 97 per cent of all

rents collected in 2021. Last year’s bad debt charge of £143,000 represented two per cent of

gross rental revenue of £5.7mn.

The weighted average lease expiry is 5.6 years, which provides a reasonable longevity of

income to trade through a near-term economic slowdown. The overweight exposure to retail

and industrial warehousing is another positive for both rent collection rates and security of

tenants.

Commercial property investor demand. Any decline in the strength of the UK economy,

availability of finance, or the attractiveness of sterling, may result in a reduction in investor

demand for UK property, which may lead to a decline in asset valuations.

Highcroft has weighted its portfolio heavily to warehousing, a segment of the market that is

showing the strongest interest amongst investors, and has materially reduced exposure to high

street retail. The board have also taken advantage of increased investment activity to dispose

of the Andover long-leasehold asset and are exploiting further opportunities to divest or invest,

such as plans for a new-build warehouse in St Austell.

Availability and cost of finance, and debt covenant requirements. Bank of England monetary

policy is likely to result in further interest rate rises and increased costs of borrowing. Reduced

availability of appropriately priced finance would impact the board’s ability to refinance or
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increase the cost of doing so. Breach of debt covenants could trigger loan defaults and

repayment of facilities.

To mitigate these risks, the board only assumes a moderate level of gearing – net debt equates

to 32 per cent of shareholders’ funds and 25 per cent loan-to-value – so it is viewed as an

attractive banking proposition for lenders. Preference is for fixed interest, non-amortising debt

with a spread of maturity dates.

Loan-to-value ratios and debt requirements are monitored closely and bank debt of £27.2mn is

fixed in at an interest rate of 3.13 per cent with the first maturity due in 2026 (£2.4mn), so

there are no near-term funding issues and Highcroft refinanced the £7.5mn facility that

matured in May 2022.
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